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From Johanna Basford, 36 postcards for coloring and sending to friends (or keeping for
yourself!)These clever postcards feature beautiful drawings from Lost Ocean, illustrator and ink
evangelist Johanna Basford's magical journey beneath the waves. Color in the cards to bring to
life shoals of exotic fish, curious octopi, and delicately penned seahorses, and then share the
magic with your friends - that is, if you can bear to part with them! Each postcard is an invitation
to an inky new world hidden in the depths of the sea. For pirates, mermaids, and undersea
explorers of all ages.

Not to be missed...indispensable. -- Patricia Albers ― The New York Times Book ReviewMartin’s
cool geometric abstractions are butterfly nets for emotions. -- Alastair Sooke ― The
Telegraph...Linear abstract paintings that are balanced and personal, precise and hand-
touched. Many are so subtle as to be barely photographable, yet they look gorgeous in the
catalog (edited by Frances Morris and Tiffany Bell) for her recent Tate Modern show, "Agnes
Martin," which travels to the Guggenheim Museum in October 2016. -- Holland Cotter ― The
New York TimesSurvey of Agnes Martin's powerful yet meditative work draws a straight, vibrant
line to Zen.... Once you've nestled into her seemingly simple, initially inscrutable, finally profound
vision of art, it's like enveloping your mind's eye in a soft, methodical, determined but exalted
radiance. -- Christopher Knight ― Los Angeles TimesA near-perfect guide of breath-takingly
beautiful work. -- Ben Luke ― Evening StandardThe paintings ask that we look, look and keep
looking. They beckon us into an attitude of attention, a willingness to take time. -- Nicholas
Spiece ― London Review of BooksThis exhaustive survey of painter Agnes Martin’s career
shows how she spent decades modulating the basic form of a gridded or banded square to
achieve a vast range of aesthetic and emotional effects, from severe to sensual. -- Roger Atwood
― ArtnewsSome of the more significant creations about spirituality, beauty, and painting itself
that modernism has ever known… She used the grid as a forum for belief- a space where the
viewer as well as the artist could contemplate the hand making the thing being observed. --
Hilton Als ― New York Review Of Books[Martin’s] art has a lift that makes other art, even closely
related, feel earthbound. -- Holland Cotter ― The New York TimesA deep, and deepening, sense
of the artist’s singular powers…a sort of secular pilgrimage, on which you may feel your
perceptual ability to register minute differences in tone and texture steadily refined, and your
heart ambushed by rushes of emotion. ― The New Yorker...a strong message emerges from
Martin’s magnificent works, whether paintings, drawings, prints, or even sculpture: to become a
serious artist requires a choice, a willful rite of passage that precedes the course one will follow.
-- Robert C. Morgan ― Hyperallergic
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Book-A-Holic, “Nice book. I was not that familiar with this artists work. I am now and I was not
disappointed. Interesting work and life.”

Danielle, “Beautiful book. This book is beautiful!”

debora, “Awesome quality of print. Awesome quality of print, paper is great and the color of the
pages add a warmth that goes perfectly with Agnes' work.Beautifully written, variety of authors
add a lot to the diffs points of view of AM's works.”

Wana A, “Awesome for art lovers!. Loved this book! The photos are wonderful and it was well
written”

Prudence M. Thorner, “A fine tribute to an elusive and mystical abstract expressionist artist..
Ravishingly beautiful catalog of the works of this elusive painter and graphic artist. Capturing her
almost mystical drawings and paintings was not an easy task, but the authors have succeeded
brilliantly. I'm looking forward to seeing a retrospective of her works later this year.”

Michael P., “A gorgeous art monograph.. This is a wonderful book. The art images are superbly
photographed and the very subtle paintings are shown with great clarity and beautiful detail. I
highly recommend this Agnes Martin chronology of key works by this sublime artist.”

C. G. Vickery, “Great value.. I already have Agnes Martin- Paintings, Writings, Remembrances -
and this book, which coincides with the Agnes Martin retrospective, is a wonderful companion
volume with thoughtful essays and a great selection of Martin's works. Very reasonably priced
too.”

IMD, “Excelente libro, excelente pintora.. Es maravilloso, tal cual y como me lo imaginaba. Soy
pintora y estoy realizando mis estudios de maestría y bueno admiro profundamente el trabajo y
la vida de Agnes Martin. Así que estoy contenta con el libro y por el precio ufff! Me alegro el
corazón todo.”

Anomorous, “Not new!. The book is absolutely gorgeous and useful. 5 stars in every respect
except:Unfortunately it arrived damaged. For such a beautiful publication this is very
unfortunate!”

Silvia, “Lleno mis expectativas. Es un libro muy interesante”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 433 people have provided feedback.
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